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What is normal hashing? Putting items into n buckets. This is often solved by a static solution (e.g. h(key) mod n). But what happens to this problem if

1) n changes? In the naive solution, everything must move. We will target instead moving only #things/#buckets on average.
2) we don’t know how many buckets there are?

Properties of a consistent hashing scheme
Let A & B be hashing. They send an object k to two different buckets, say y and z, respectively. Then either A cannot see bucket z or B cannot see bucket y.

Each bucket is assigned a number in (0,1), and each item gets a value (0,1). You could then bin according to least distance or always round down (or up) and wrap at the edges. If a new bucket is added, then we need only move elements which exist in the bucket immediately before it.

If we let each bucket get m values in the (0,1) range and let m = log n, then each bucket gets it’s fair share of things, so the target of moving only #things/#buckets is satisfied. In other words, if we add a new bucket, then, on average, only the average contents of the bucket are moved.

Distributed Hash Tables
Consider the buckets to be computers on the internet and that given a key, they should find the value associated with it (i.e. lookup).
The challenges with such a system are: Load balancing, scalability, dynamic nature, no critical point, deterministic (if you don’t find it, it’s not there).

Chord
Chord solves this problem by the following setup. Give each node an ID selected randomly from the range [0, 2^{m-1}] and each object gets one as well [0, 2^{m-1}]. If there are to be n objects, pick m such that 2^m >> n. Collisions are possible, but we will consider these cases to be negligible. Each node stores a pointer to its successor node. A naïve scheme for getting to the node responsible for a given key k is simply following successor pointers until n < k < n.successor (i.e. you arrive at the node who owns k).

To improve upon this linear time algorithm, each node stores series of fingers. n.finger[i] is defined as the first node to fall after n*2^{i-1} on the circle. When searching for halving the distance to the destination on each round. We can therefore find a key location in log time.
Figure 1. An example configuration of a Chord configuration with fingers for node 0 shown.

A little more precisely, we can find the closest_preceding_node(id) with the following pseudo-code:

```java
//search the local table for the highest predecessor of id
n.closest_preceding_node(id) {
    for i from m to 1
        if(finger[i] ∈ (n,id))
            return finger[i]
}
```

We can then use this procedure to find the node which owns a certain id:

```java
//ask node n to find the successor of id
n.find_successor(id) {
    if(id ∈ (n,n.successor))
        return n.successor
    else
        n′ := closest_preceding_node(id)
        return n′.find_successor(id)
}
```

If a node leaves the network, then it shifts all of its items to its successor and its predecessor updates its successor pointer. For a join, the new node assigns it successor to be the next node in the ring, creates a finger list, and notifies its predecessor to update its successor and move those objects which will now be controlled by the new node. It also inserts itself in other nodes finger lists.

```java
//join the system using information from node n′
n.join(n′) {
    predecessor := nil
    successor := n′.find_successor(n)
    predecessor := successor.predecessor
    build_fingers(n′)
}
```
// update finger table via searches by node n'
n.build_fingers(n') {  
  i0 := [log(successor-n)]+1  
  for each i≥i0 index into finder[]  
    finger[i] := n'.find_successor(n+2^i)  
}  

But since this is a distributed system, many joins may occur simultaneously and independently. This can lead to situations in which the previously described invariants (how the fingers and successors point across the network) do not hold in the system. To solve this, each node can periodically fix its fingers and successors.

n.maintence() {  
  x:=successor.predecessor  
  if(x∈ (n,successor)) // if x is a better successor  
    successor:=x  
    successor.notify(n)  
}

n.notify(p)  
  if(predecessor=nil or p∈(predecessor, n)) // if p is a better predecessor  
    predecessor:=p

n.fix_fingers  
  pick i at random  
  finger[i] := find_successor(2+n mod 2^i)

As a further optimization, if a node finds that it has a finger update, it can notify its successor to the fact since there is a good chance that it will make a similar adjustment (especially if the update interval was large).

Let us now consider how this system compares to an optimal with respect to the number of hops to a destination. Suppose you have a network of size n with average degree d, what is the minimum number of hops?

d^hops≥n  
#hops≥log_d(n)

So for this network d=log n

#hops≥log_log(n)  
#hops≥log(n)/log (log n)  
#hops≥O(log(n)^(log log n)))

Since we are doing O(log(n)) hops, we're not optimal, but it's pretty good.
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